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Jam
CLAMMED UP
By Frank Washkuch
A lawsuit filed by nine year-round residents at
Fairfield Beach has brought the ongoing war with
Fairfield students to new highs and has sent Clam
Jam, possibly the most revered and anticipated Fairfield tradition to the brink of its extinction.
FUSA president Kevin Hayes said
he was utterly disappointed by
the legal effort to block the
2001 Clam Jam, which
"- was expected to atfi tract thousands of
I students to Fairfield
:
Beach on the last
weekend of April.
Hayes also said
!
that last year's Clam Jam
I was considered a success by
all reasonable parties involved

while also raising thousands of dollars
for the police overtime needed to patrol
the event.
"The student body should know that
the year-round residents don't hate us,"
Hayes said. "We've made great strides
with year-round residents in the past
year, but it's the same people who are
never satisfied. It's a shame that the student body will get this impression of all
year-round residents."
This latest shot was fired by a group
of year-round residents from Fairfield
Beach and Reef roads on Friday, March
9, against the Lantern Point Association,
the body that has jurisdiction over the
area where Clam Jam takes place. The
group cited loud noise, traffic problems,

large amounts of
garbage and students urinating on
their lawns as the basis for their suit.
If upheld in court, an injunction
would be filed that would prevent the
Lantern Point Association from "maintaining a nuisance" on Lantern Point,
according to The Connecticut Post.
The plaintiffs stated that the Lantern Point Association "has permitted
repeated and continuous violations be
committed of the laws of the state of
Connecticut and ordinances of the Town
of Fairfield upon the premises," according to The Connecticut Post.
See "STUDENTS" on p. 4

Townhouses tough to get
pendent living."
Zach Newswanger,
assistant director of residence
life, believes a merit-base lottery is something "...we should
look into. I definitely think
there are some things to look
at."
Yet he warns that this could
create a problem far worse than
some surly juniors living in
Claver. "What happens when
you base the lottery on that (judicial or academic standing) is
that those with good grades end
up in one building and all the
others in another," Newswanger
said. "You could lose a whole
building."
Other schools use a
variety of approaches:

By Sean Hayes
ASST. COMMENTARY
EDITOR
With fewer individuals applying to live off campus, members of the class of 2003 found
that obtaining a townhouse for
their junior year was going to
be extremely difficult.
Amid the strengthening of
regulations at the beach and
swirling rumors that obtaining
off campus status was going to
be very difficult, the housing
lottery this year for townhouses
was very competitive and
crowded.
The housing lottery at Fairfield University is completely
random. A group of students
register to live together for the
following year and are assigned
a group number to determine
the order in which they pick

their living arrangements.
Members of the class of
2003 with lottery number 70 or
better were permitted to attend

MARCH MADNESS
HITS FAIRFIELD
Women's
Basketball gained an
at-large bid to the
NCAA Tournament.
but fell to I tah.
See Page 12 for
coverage

the townhouse/apartment lottery, yet the final townhouse
went to lottery number 47.
Many students were unhappy
with the results, as was evident
at the sophomore townhouse
lottery.
"This is ridiculous," said
Mark Sheridan ('03), "There are
a good 50 extra people here with
numbers above 70, and even
those above 40 know their
chances aren't very good. There
just isn't enough room in the
townhouses."
"Everyone who doesn't get
a townhouse complains,"
Sheridan stated. "Everybody
who does (get a townhouse)
seems to be fine with the lottery.
We need some sort of merit system so everyone knows where

they stand and why."
Gary Stephenson, director
of Housing, has said that some
sort of merit system based on
"academic or social success"
has been discussed in the past
with Henry Humphreys (former
director of Housing) and the student senate. Yet no changes to
the lottery have occurred in the
past year.
There are some who believe that a different sort of lottery might be better for the future. Fran Koerting, associate
dean of Residence Life, believes that a random lottery is
fair, yet "the only thing I would
like to see is (excluding) repeat
offenders. While freshman or
sophomores, they haven't
proven they can handle inde-

•Duke University uses a
completely random lottery for
housing, yet gives students a
"blocking option." In applying
this to Fairfield University, what
this would mean is allowing
those who do not get a townhouse the possibility of requesting two or three neighboring
rooms on Campion ground,
Regis two, or wherever they can
"block" their future living
space.
•The University of Dayton
has a lottery system that is much
more akin to a merit-based system. Groups of four, five or six
enter the lottery system, and the
cumulative total of the group's
credit hours will determine
See "SOME" on p. 4
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Mia Farrow to conclude
Open VISIONS season
PRESS RELEASE
Mia Farrow, actress, children's advocate and author of the best-selling autobiography, What Falls Away, will conclude this season's Open VISIONS Forum on Sunday,
March 25, at 3
p.m., in Fairfield
University's
Regina A. Quick,
Center for the
Arts. The mother
of 14 children
who have given
her a "meaningful
life," she will discuss that life and
her relationships,
including encounters with
Thornton Wilder
and Salvador
Dali, as well as
her recent trip to
Africa
with
UNICEF.
Farrow began her professional career
in an Off-Broadway production of "The
Importance of Being Earnest," and became a household name the following
year when she landed the role of Allison
in the hit television series, "Peyton
Place." In the past three decades, she has
appeared in some 35 films including:
"Rosemary's Baby," "The Great
Gatsby," "Broadway Danny Rose,"
"Hannah and Her Sisters," "Radio
Days," "Purple Rose of "Cairo,"
"Widow's Peak" and "Restless."
Mia Farrow is the third of seven chil-

dren born in Hollywood to Irish film<star
Maureen O'Sullivan and Australian director and writer John Farrow. Although
she had a privileged childhood, she survived a bout with polio at age nine and
the untimely deaths of her adored brother
and
father
when she was
still a young
teenager.
Farrow was
married at age
19 to Frank
Sinatra, and
later to conductor and composer Andre
Previn with
whom she had
six children.
During
her
marriage to
Previn, Farrow
lived in England where
she appeared
with the Royal
Shakespeare Company in plays by its
namesake, and those by Chekhov, Gorky
and Garcia Lorka. After producing thirteen films together, her twelve-year relationship with Woody Allen ended in
1992.
Farrow lives on a farm in Connecticut where she is currently at work on a
novel. Her primary focus, however, has
always been her fourteen children; the
seven youngest, ranging from four to 17
years old, still live at home with her
along with a vast assortment of family
pets.
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• Competitive hiring rate, generous shift differentials
and up to $5000 in bonuses payable over the first
■ year of employment.
• Comprehensive, flexible benefits including medical, dental,
free parking, on-site employee fitness and child care centers,
and tuition reimbursement of up to $5000.
• A comprehensive orientation to acute care nursing based on
individual needs and including both classroom and preceptor
based clinical time.
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The entire project team at the DiMenna-Nyselius Library project
would like to thank the students and entire University community
for their patience in awaiting the new building's opening. We also
would like to thank the Library staff for their hard work and
dedication in keeping all services available during construction.
We hope you will find the first phase of this project was worth the wait
by providing a beautiful, comfortable place in which to study.
We look forward to beginning the renovations so the entire facility
is completed this Summer.
Campus Planning and Design
I lie Stubbing Associates
Gilbaue Building Company
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Reed reacts to criticism of his appointment
By Frank Washkuch
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
In the age of Napster and instant
Internet millionaires, many twenty-somethings seek dream jobs early in their careers. At Fairfield University, no one
knows this better than the new 26-year
old Dean of Students Mark Reed.
Years younger than many of the university officials he now supervises, including at least one dormitory's Resi-

dence Hall Coordinator, 1996 graduate
Reed was FUSA President only five
years ago and now helps supervise over
3,000 students.

Due to Reed's limited experience with
Student Services and relatively young
age compared to past deans, his designation has raised numerous eyebrows
across campus as students and faculty
question whether a graduate still in his
mid-twenties is truly ready for the responsibilities of the Office of Dean of
Students.
Reed was quick to defend his appointment, saying, "I think it's unfair to make
assumptions about people based on their
age. People should make a judgment
based on the individual." Reed also said
that promotion to different areas- of a
business for a younger employee is common practice in the corporate world.
The one-time mathematics major also
maintained that he is qualified for serving as Fairfield's first alumnus dean of
students, citing numerous other opportunities for responsibility that he has
taken advantage of on his way to his current office in Dolan Hall.
"I think that my age only hinders in
the assumptions people will make," Reed
said. "I've been very fortunate to have
had a number of experiences that had a
lot of responsibility at an early age."
Reed mentioned some of the other
work experiences he held after graduation. Directly after leaving Fairfield,
Reed returned to Philadelphia's St.
Joseph's Prep, near his hometown."
Current FUSA president Kevin Hayes

praised the addition of his predecessor
to Student Services as well as
complimented Reed's willingness to
work with others, a strength Reed made
the focus of his FUSA presidential campaign in 1995.
"I think Mark Reed is an excellent choice for the position," Hayes
said. "I'm very excited to have someone in that position who knows Fairfield, who knows student life issues
and knows what it's like to be a student leader on this campus."
But other students remain befuddled
by Reed's nomination for dean of stu-

unorthodox in the least," said junior
Kevin Home.
"I have to admit that his hiring certainly isn't the most conventional way
of doing things," said senior Allison
Hauser. "I guess that we'll just have to
wait it out and see how the change works
for the long run."
Some faculty members declined to
comment on the appointment. However,
one politics professor said that he was
hopeful that Reed would perform adequately.
"I hope he [Reed] will be able to
grasp the scope of his responsibilities and

44
==
Mr. Reed will have to serve this evolving community with considerable maturity and wisdom. My
skepticism is tempered with cautious hope.
—Dr. Edward Dew
55
dents, questioning if he has the- experience necessary to fulfill the duties of the
office, which include overseeing the
university's judicial process and helping
to build a sense of community within the
university.
"When there are so many faculty and
administration members who have been
around the university so much longer and
have much more experience working
with students, this appointment is very

to exercise the fine line between listening and discipline. But what will be a
real challenge is providing the guidance
and leadership that those around him will
need," said Dr. Edward Dew. "The university is making some big steps forward
and changing its character in the process.
Mr. Reed will have to serve this evolving community with considerable maturity and wisdom. My skepticism is tempered with cautious hope."

Time to get your hands dirty!
Students gear up for annual Hunger Cleanup on April 7
By Ann Pino
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It's eight a.m. on Saturday morning.
Alarm clocks sound, wakening groggy
students to head over to campus. It's
not a class they are waking up for, but
the annual Hunger Cleanup.
Every year students rise to the
occasion and help organizations in
the Fairfield, Bridgeport area clean
up either nursing homes, senior centers or schools. "Last year I went to
a boys home in Wilton," senior
Nicole Padula said. "We raked the
whole front yard and planted flowers. When we left, it looked really
nice and the kids were so happy. It
was a really good feeling."
April 7 is the date marked for this
year's event when students, faculty
andalumni, as well as the Fairfield
community will gather to help the
less fortunate in their hometowns. "I
plan to help out again this year," said
John Frissora, former Student Beach
Association President and Fairfield
University alumni.
Three students, Chris Dill, Jenn
Sturges and Ryan Greeley run Hunger Cleanup; there is also two faculty advisors, Father Grovenberg
and Carolyn Rusiackas, and a board
of 25 other students. The event is
sponsored by Campus Ministry.
Volunteers for the Hunger Cleanup
are sponsored by family and friends
to work from 8:30 a.m. - 1p.m. The
board members also walk around the

Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley presents (1-r) Jenn Sturges '01, Ryan Greeley '01 and Chris Dill '03 with Fairfield's award.
dorms and attend events such as basketball games and try to raise as
much money as possible to keep up
Fairfield's winning reputation.
"It has been a part of Fairfield life
for the past 12 years and Fairfield has
won the gold award for the past five
years. Last year we raised $10,000 and
included 400-450 student volunteers,"
said Dill. One hundred and fifty schools
nationwide participate in this event.

Half the money raised is distributed
among the Fairfield and Bridgeport
community where the other half is distributed to the National Student Campaign
against
Hunger
and
Homelessness.
"The community is always overwhelmed with the support they get on
this day," said Doug Whiting, associate vice president for public relations
at Fairfield University. "There are al-

ways so many individuals who are benefited from this event."
At the end of the morning students
retreat back to campus to meet at the
Levee to celebrate their accomplishments. Gift certificates are handed out
to the students that raise the most money
for this good cause. "I am glad I have
participated in Hunger Cleanup the past
three years, and I am looking forward to
participating this year," Padula said.
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Georgetown looks to laity for leadership
By Susan Keane
ASST CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
As we are in the dawn of a new century, the theme of change seems to prevail; and Catholic universities across the
country are certainly jumping on the
bandwagon as well, preaching about
major changes taking place within their
institutions.
Catholic universities across this country are taking progressive steps forward,
and radically changing their images, as
more and more Catholic schools are
handing over more administrative power
to the laity. One of the most popular examples of this trend is one of the most
prestigious Jesuit schools in the country, Georgetown University, naming a lay
leader, John DeGioia, as president of the
university.
There are several reasons for this ongoing trend, one of the most obvious
being the shortage of clergy, especially
within the last thirty years. According to
Father Charles Allen, executive assistant
to the president here at Fairfield University, the number of Jesuits has been

steadily declining.
"There have been a diminishing number of American Jesuits since 1965. This
greatly affects the number of Jesuits
available, as we are really feeling the
decline now more than ever."
The shortage of religious intellectual
available also affects the education at
these schools, as clergy offer a unique
perspective to students at Catholic institutions. This factor forces schools to find
a way to create a balance between a lib-

u

believes that it is important for the foundations and rhetoric of Catholic schools
to remain loyal to Catholic ideology.
"There are not many Catholic intellectuals; I'm not saying the individuals
who ran the institutions were not intellectuals. We definitely need intellectual
leadership deeply rooted in Catholicism.
That is hard to come by," Said Father
Heft.
Heft also makes the point that lay
leadership has the ability to greatly

There have been a diminishing number of American Jesuits since 1965. This greatly affects the
number of Jesuits available, as we are really feeling the decline now more than ever.
—Fr. Charles Allen
>>
eral teaching philosophy and the Catholic theology.
Father James Heft, chancellor of the
University Of Dayton and Professor of
Faith and Culture, was considered for the
position of president at Georgetown. He

change the way in which an educational
institution moves away from religious
ideology closer towards secularization.
"We know that the once religious universities, Harvard and Yale, they had
been founded for the education of the

clergy. They had ministers who led to
the secularization of schools because of
the way they thought. The process of
secularization was an unintended consequence of the many decisions they made.
None of them said, 'Lets move our school
away from religion.'" Said Father Heft.
In addition to there being a smaller number of clergy to fill administrative positions in colleges and universities, over the
past few decades, the job of the university president has become increasingly
more difficult.
"Every college president is under tremendous pressure, especially financially,
and colleges and universities need someone who can raise a lot of money for the
school," Fr. Allen went on to say.
These contributing factors, as well as
Georgetown's own problem with its endowment, lead university administrators
to name a lay-person president. The university noted that he had great leadership
ability and personal religious devotion,
both qualities desired by the university
administration.
According to Father Allen, "This is
just one more sign that the laity have more
collaboration with the Church."

Some feel freshmen dorms are the solution
Continued from p. 1
where they are placed in the lottery system. Added to this is the fact that two or
more drug or alcohol violations will either place a student in the last group or
exclude them from the lottery, depending on the judicial ruling.
Fairfield University seniors are
guaranteed a townhouse, thus making it
harder for juniors to obtain one. What
made this even more difficult this year
was the tightening of beach regulations
and the perceived difficulty in obtaining
the ability to live off campus.

Increased complaints arose this past
fall when freshmen were placed in
Claver, thus ruining junior students'
hopes of a more independent living environment.
Junior Erin Casey highlights this, "I
really wouldn't have minded living in
Claver because I assumed it would be
all juniors. It would have been better if
they let us know that (freshmen would
be living in Claver) from the beginning."
Is a "freshman dorm" the answer?
Colorado College, a school located on
only 90 acres of land (compared to

To Our Readers:

Fairfield's 200), has both a freshman
dorm and an undergraduate population
of 1,955 students.
Ironically, Colorado College this
year had to house more freshman than
the dorm could handle. The solution was
to simply place the extra freshman on
the same floor in a different dorm.

Students see injunction
as unfair
Continued from p. 1

The Mirror apologizes for not publishing on March 8,
but school closings and inclement weather forced us
into cancellation.
Because of Spring Break, our issue is shorter than
usual. Next week, however, expect The Mirror to
return to its normal length.
Thank you for reading.

Be a part of a new and exciting time for FUSA
Primary elections Tuesday, March 27 for the
following:
-FUSA Pressident
-VP of FUSA Senate
-VP of Programming
-Offices for Class of 2002, '03, '04
All petitions due by Friday, March 23 in
FUSA box P
Available at the Info Desk and Dolan 310

Tim Cummings, a sophomore at
Fairfield, believes that this might be the
way to go in the future. "Seniors live at
the beach and some townhouses, juniors
at the townhouses and apartments,
sophomores in the best dorms, and put
all the freshman together. What's wrong
with that?"

William and Lynn Collins, Vincent
Biondi, Kathleen Siano, Wallace and
Paige Herman, Sevrin J. Palmer,
Kathryn Strachan and Gretchen Hauser
are all listed as.the case's plaintiffs. The
group, who will have their case heard
in Bridgeport Superior Court on April
2, is represented by attorney and District 7 member of the Representative
Town Meeting Joel Z. Green.
Paige Herman said that Green had
advised the group not to talk to The Mirror or other media about the lawsuit.
However, Green commented in The
Connecticut Post that the offenses are
"continuous and recurrent and, unless
restrained, will continue." Green did not

return phone calls to The Mirror for comment.
Many Fairfield students, said that a
great amount of progress has been made
with year-round residents throughout this
year. In a year where arrests at the beach
have significantly declined from past
semesters, many students feel that the
lawsuit was clearly aimed at the student
body is a clear sign of some year-round
residents' unwillingness to compromise.
"If you give a monster a cookie, he's
going to want a glass of milk," said junior Jessica DeLaura. "We' ve taken a great
amount of initiative to compromise with
them, they should give us the same courtesy. Especially since they're the ones
that moved into a college town to begin
with."
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Workin hard for the money
As tuition risesy students seek work options
By Lisa Zaccagnino
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Today, Sarah Dilorio was a painter,
a farmer and a princess. "Another
typical afternoon with Natalie," said the
babysitter to a 3-year-old.
As tuition prices increase at
colleges and universities across the
country, many full-time students, like
Dilorio, are working part-time jobs.
The New York Times recently
reported that the state's lowest
unemployment rate since the mid-80s 2.4 percent - has made it difficult for
colleges, which rely on student labor for
many jobs, to fill openings.
The tight labor market has also
forced many companies to increase
benefits and wages, leading students to
find higher paying jobs off campus.
Dilorio says she enjoys babysitting
for area families, earning in some cases
more than $ 10 an hour.
"If you like kids, babysitting is an
easy way to make money," said Dilorio.
"It's also nice to be off campus for a
change," she added.
Students choose to look off campus
for work for other reasons. Junior Kim
DiVincenzo earns only $6.15 an hour
at The Village Bagel in Fairfield.
"I opted to work off campus for less
money in order to have a job where I
can interact with people," said
DiVincenzo. "I'm able to work around
my classes and I'm not stuck behind a
desk photocopying."
But for many Fairfield students, the
federal work-study program is the best
way to both pay college expenses, as
well as gain valuable employment

Cheers
to Hoo Hoo wants to be a
Millionaire... to Number 4!... to the
country of Hollandaise and Hondurus
sauce... to you'll be
drowsy to catch a cab...
to towel animals... to Pat
from the Smoking
Bishop...
to
Petew
Wabbitt... to Wet t-shirt
contests at Tequilia Frogs...
to Stillwell Angel... to
Louie's at SBI... to the URI
football team... to cookies
oii»?j./r
and huffing... to room 981...to Cesspool... to Bentley Boys...
to Double Funnel and suits... to 'Total
Eclipse of the Heart'... to Mechanical
Bull... to getting a Cowboy Hat... to
Skinny Dipping in Barbados... to
doing it 2 nights in a row... to Benz...
to Brian dancing with balloons... to
not acting like the guys in room 315...
to Molly shaking her butt... to Banks

\

vimrny DiVincenzo set
""■■■Mil

experience.
For many students, work-study is
one component of an aid package that
may include loans, scholarships and
grants. The student also has the option
to decline the work offer.
"Currently 10 percent of the student
body participate in the work-study
program on campus," said Diana
DeVellis, Assistant Director of Financial
Aid. The program requires a student to
work an average of 12-15 hours per
week.
Emily Sciascia, a junior
communication major and marketing
minor, finds that working at the Office
of New Student Programming gives her
an opportunity to apply her coursework
to real life.
"The event planning that I do as part
of my work-study assignment is helping
beer., to Champagne toasts at 8 am... to
drinking at McCabes... to hot Paulie- the
bartentder with chops... to meeting Jeff
Fisher... to finding Fairfield in Naples...
to Stevie Tomatos... to the 'real' Stevie
Tomato... to karaoke and Like a Virgin...
to shopping at Target and matching
tube tops... to chillin' with
high platters by the pool...
to being offered free white
wine from Michael, AA's
flight attendant... to the
friendliest pilot ever... to
Maria's stories of spring
break...to Alli's run in with a
highway fire...to post spring
break late night Mirror
formatting....to Alli's sunburn... to going
to Killington this weekend... to Alli's
matching flipflops... to a fantabulous
time in florida...to free bagels from
Village Bagels...to Village Bagel bagels,
ones we pay for...to "where've they
been"...to the hope that someday the
kudos will return!!!... to making room
for my Boo in this week's issue...

me to gain knowledge in an area I want
to pursue in the future," said Sciascia.
In addition to valuable work
experience, the programs location is
convenient for those students without
transportation off campus.
For freshmen Sarah Powers and
Corinne Clifford, the search for a job was
frustrating. "All the jobs posted in the mail
room require a car," said Powers.
Powers and Clifford were able to find
jobs in the history and Modern Language
Department helping with general office
duties.
"Working on campus gives you the
opportunity to put in hours in between
your classes," said Clifford. "The
professors we do work for understand that
school comes first."
There are a variety of jobs for
students to choose from. "Over 75

Boos
to saving 14 lounge chairs... to THOSE
girls... to annoying townspeople who have
nothing to do but spoil our fun... to Air
Jamaica... to Jacki losing her ID.,
to terreting syndrome... to Busch...
to MGD Lite... to peeling from the
sun... to Dominic the Donkey
rubbing his fat belly against
me... to sun burns... to
being 'baby in the
corner'... to never being
able to finish my shots... to
missing our plane... to our
maniac driver Charlie... to
American Eagle- the toy plane...to
Stevie's scary karaoke duet... to the
studded Cowboy karaoke diva... to Alii
showing up late at the Mirror... to being
called 'Mommy'... to unwelcoming
security officers... to the ELITE... to the
RHC in Dolan... to TRL... to O-town, they
really suck... to the lack of kudos...to
getting a ticket... to Dr. Melfi not telling

departments at the university have at
least one work-study student employed,"
said DeVellis.
Job placement is determined by a
questionnaire sent to the student during
the summer. DeVellis works hard to
place students in an area of interest.
One problem facing work-study is
that the program offers no incentive for
students to return. Mike Braiewa
returned to work at Green Farms
Package Store in Westport to cover the
cost of living at the beach his senior year.
"Because this is my second year, I
am able to choose the better shifts and
have earned an increase in pay."
DeVellis said Fairfield has
increased the pay to S7.50 an hour in
order to draw students into the program
and keep them there.
"As students get their cars onto
campus," said DeVellis, "they are more
likely to work off campus."
According to the university's
website, if you are a U.S. citizen or a
permanent resident of the United States,
you are eligible to apply for financial
assistance at Fairfield University. The
Financial Aid Office evaluates the need
of all eligible applicants and distributes
funds to as many students as possible.
If a student does not qualify for
Federal Work-Study there are still jobs
available. Several offices and facilities
on campus hire students outside the
program, including the library, the
recreation complex and dining services.
"The student workers are an
indispensable part of our office
operation," said communication and
sociology secretary Dolores McCluckie.
"We would be lost without them."
Tony Soprano to whack her attacker...
to being the barren desert down under...
to sugar wax- it grows back quick!...
to Ben Harper- who are you and why
do we care?... to the Destiny's Child
fake-out... to people who don't like the
Boo comic - do you know a graphic
artist?... to flights being cancelled
and or delayed... to the nor'easter
rumor... to "show me the fire"...
to Dude where's my
car?... to Stallone's
vicious roar... to my
Canadian crap... to
Directing Class... to
Utah- who goes
there?... to no 20
Questions... to buying me a pepsi... to
the blocked off parking spots..: to the
West Nile virus... to the fire... to being
hungry and wanting a hot dog... to
relish... to more Clam Jam
restrictions... to no thumbs up thumbs
down!... to 2 more months... to
expecting a 20 Questions without
warning... to St. Patrick's freaks - UGH
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contributions of its reader:
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emailed to mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu or submitted through our
website: www.faudMdmirror.com. Once recieved, all letters
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The Mirror is located in the basement of Kostka Hall

When Kush
comes to shove
To the Editor:
I am a student here at Fairfield University and I'm writing to you in absolute disgust
about allowing a man like Tony
Kushner speak at a Jesuit
school! In his speech, Mr.
Kushner called the Pope a bigot,
and he promoted gay and homosexual relationships. This is
against everything a school like
Fairfield teaches and represents.

I cannot believe a Jesuit, and
therefore Catholic, University
would allow such a disgrace of
a man to speak here. I hope he
never comes here again.
Sincerely,
Sean Klock '04
What do you think?
Write to The Mirror at
www.fairfieldmirror. com !
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HEY!
You MUST sign your name to
your letters in order for
us to print them.
"Anonymous"doesn't cut it.

Have mixed feelings
about our writing?

Clear them up.
Write for The Minor.

Writing for us is not as hard
as solving a Rubik's Cube...

Get in touch with us!
Phone: Extension 6600
E-mail: mirror@fafrl.lairfield.edu
Meeting: Kostka Basement
Thursdays, 6 PM

Fairfield's 'Most Wanted'
By Sean Hayes
ASST. COMMENTARY
EDITOR
I am a danger to Fairfield
University. If what happened to
me upon my return from spring
break is any indication, the residential assistance and security
departments at Fairfield believe
me to be a hoodlum, who should
not be trusted with the ability to
live in the dorm
I live in Dayton, Ohio. That
is a twelvehour drive
from Connecticut.
Normally, I
simply
drive
to
Pennsylvania and stay
the night,
finishing
the drive
the following morning. At the
end of this past break, I left my
house at 12:30 p.m. and started
driving.
Unfortunately, when I arrived
at my usual layover destination
in Penn., the hotel was booked.
I simply asked what my odds
were on finding a room, and the
friendly hotel clerk informed me
that most rooms in the area were
booked due to St. Patrick's Day.
So much for the luck of the Irish.
So, I followed the advice of
the good people at Marriott and
drove to New Jersey. When I
crossed the border between the
Quaker state and the Oil and
Petrochemicals state, some questions crossed my mind: Do I
really want to waste a hundred
bucks to sleep ninety minutes
from school? Am I really so tired
that I can't drive for a little bit
longer (it was only about 10
o'clock)? Do I really want to
spend a night in Jersey?
And with that, I decided to
drive to school. Ah, Fairfield
University, the school I love.
They would take me in, no
doubt. I was sure they would listen to my plight and with the utmost civility explain to me that
I shouldn't plan on coming back
early without notification, but
they would let me into my room.
I arrived back at school and
after a simple ID brandishing at
the front gate, was allowed to
proceed. I drove down to Kostka
and saw a propped door, but decided to go to security anyways

out of courtesy, because that's
what I've done before when I
came back early, announced. I
figured there would be no
problem.
Wrong. Upon walking into
the security office, I was met
by three pairs of eyes: two security officers and one dispatcher. After saying I needed
to get into my dorm, I was met
with a resounding "No." I believe, "You can't get in till tomorrow at noon," was stated.

I explained and explained
my problem, but they were unsympathetic. The dorms were
closed they said. I shouldn't
be there.
That really wasn't the problem, though. I knew they
would not be happy with a stu-

u
These individuals are
here to protect the students, and often do so
without much respect
coming from the student body, yet they
continue.
..
dent coming back to school
early without any notification
to the housing department. I
knew, and I still know, I was in
the wrong.
The problem was the way I
felt, standing in the security
office contemplating whether
or not I would have to waste
money on a hotel a mile away
from my dorm room.
I felt like I was unwanted. I
felt like I was a nuisance. I felt
like I was a threat. Not just on
Saturday night, but in general.
After about ten minutes of
wrangling, the dispatcher contacted someone in the Residential Advisory staff. I was told
to speak to them. I was asked
to explain myself, and why I
had "circumstances" that al-

lowed me to get into the dorms.
In all honesty, I was fed up.
I curtly explained my predicament, how I knew lacrosse athletes were scattered on campus,
the dorms were not "closed,"
the townhouses were open, and
adding in at the end that it might
be in the best interest of Fairfield to accommodate students
who were not from New York,
New Jersey, Connecticut or
Massachusetts. Sorry, Rhode
Island, I left you out.
I was
then scolded,
deservedly
so; I was out
of line. But
folks, I was
given the
"adult"
speech. And
once again, I
felt like I belonged on
Fairfield's
Most Wanted
List,
Eventually, I was allowed
into my room. I had to pay 35
dollars though, but hey, it's still
cheaper than a hotel.
In the aftermath, I couldn't
help but think of the larger implications a situation like this
might have. It doesn't have to
be about getting in the dorms,
it could be about anything.
I have the utmost respect for
the security department. These
individuals are here to protect
the students, and often do so
without much respect coming
from the student body, yet they
continue.
However, there is a larger
problem at work at Fairfield
University. Many students feel
like security is out to get them.
As I experienced, there is a
problem where security must
draw the line between following the rules and making students feel like security is here
for their safety.
Acknowledging the problem
is the first step. I have no suggestions, no ideas on how a better relationship could be fostered between the students and
their protectors.
I just wanted to get into my
room.

Do you have an opinion
about security? Write
to The Mirror or catch
us online! .
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Sodexho has got to go
By Amy Womack
COMMENTARY EDITOR
Your card gets swiped for lunch at
the Barone cafeteria. You know full
welj the food is going to leave you mysteriously nauseous, but you're in a hurry
before class and grab a bite to eat anyway. What you don't know is where
your money is going.
Sodexho Marriott Services is our
food provider here at Fairfield and
serves over 400 campuses nationwide.
Their parent company, Sodexho Alliance, is the primary investor with an
llpercent "controlling share" in the
Corrections Corporation of America
(CCA), the leading builder and manager
of for-profit private prisons. About half
of Sodexho Marriott revenues, or 50
cents out of every dollar, go to Sodexho
Alliance, which is in turn invested in
the CCA.
This has created a stir among many
college campuses throughout the nation.
Students are protesting against Sodexho
Marriott because of its relationship with
private prisons, a growing industry that
has a bad record when it comes to safety,
management and the treatment of prisoners. These private facilities cut corners to save money, skimping out on
sufficient guard training and education
thus leading to poor and unsafe conditions.
The horrors that go on in private prisons are atrocious and avoidable. In one
example provided by the Prison Moratorium Project, prison officials at a CCA
facility in Tennessee delayed taking a
pregnant woman to a hospital, allowing her to suffer for 12 hours until she
died from an undiagnosed complication.

It's one thing for prisoners to be rightly
paying the price for their crime, but I
think it's a crime itself when things like
this happen in a place that's supposed to
be secure and reliable.
As a society, isn't it our goal to keep
the prison population at a minimal level?
Well, these private prisons are driven by
one motive only: profit. In a sense, prisoners are customers. Therefore, their goal
turns into one that intends to maximize
prison population in the pure interest to
make a buck.
As students, we come into play because it's our money that is being used to
shape the CCA and ultimately the private
prison industry. The saddest part is we
don't even know it.
I talked to a high ranked representative of Sodexho Marriott at Fairfield and
this person had no clue (or no real interest to be frank) that the company they
worked for was somehow involved in
private prisons.
I also contacted a member of our administration, and I was told that there was.
no knowledge of the association between
our food provider and the CCA.
Shouldn't we know these things?
I think that a Jesuit school that clearly
marks in its mission statement that its
"primary objectives are to develop the
creative intellectual potential of its students and to foster in them ethical and
religious values and a sense of social responsibility" should put its money where
its mouth is. If these are words put in
writing to simply boost the university's
image, then fine. But I am under the impression the school should live up to what
it is intended to stand for.
I think Fairfield needs to strongly reconsider renewing Sodexho's contract in
the near future.

What is your favorite feature in The Mirror?
Cheers and Boos

28%
Campus Beat

24%
20 Questions

18%
Thumbs Up Thumbs Down

13%
Music and movie reviews
He Said She Said
The poll
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By Nick
Tuffarelli
Sporting the bill can help one make
a great impression on a hot chick
they're out with for the first time. What
a great signal to give the girl on a first
date. One can make a big statement by
drowning a girl in cash.
Lobster for dinner early in the relationship, bottles of Don P., jewelry and
flowers delivered right to her job can
show her you're a bailer and that nothing is too good for your girl. If she
didn't start going out with you for the
money, she's definitely staying with
you for it.
However, one has to be very careful when lavishing their girl with material goods and money. You want her
to think that you work very hard for
your money and that you have no problems sharing the wealth with her because she is more than worth it.
Another reason you pick up the bill
early in a relationship is to impress the
parents. If you're picking up the bill
every night at dinner, paying for those
ski weekends in Vermont and those vacations in the Bahamas, the parents will
definitely be whispering in your girl's
ears. You'll have the mother telling her
daughter that you're a keeper and the
father patting you on the back every
time you walk in for Sunday afternoon
macaroni.
Taking care of the tab is just a part
of the game; it's one of the ways we,
as men, mack chicks. A gold card and
a couple of hundred dollar bills say a
lot more than an empty wallet. You
don't want your new girl to tell her
friends you haven't seen big bills.
One has to flash the heavy bills, the
gold and diamonds around at the start.
Girls want nights at a five star NYC
restaurant and drinks in the China Club,
all on you. But guys just be careful,
you don't want to have this trend of you
paying all the time to last forever.
Eventually, the law must be laid down,
or she'll be spending your money faster
than you can make it. ONe*

f\ SHE.
IT] Sal<j
By Jennifer
Amenta
Let me set the scene: You're out on
a date with that special someone,
you've just made it through dinner,
conversation didn't lag, you're enjoying yourself when suddenly the waitress appears out of nowhere. She strategically places the bill envelope in the
very center of the table at an equidistant length from both you and your
honey (cue dramatic music). You both
eye it nervously, you might even begin thinking about your charge card
limit and those boots you shouldn't
have charged earlier in the day.
It's a tough call here. Expectations,
especially if you're unsure of where
you stand, can be tough to deal with
under such pressure. Guys may worry
about wanting to appear "manly" while
running the risk of always having to
pay. I can tell you that women, as well
as men, feel anxious in this kind of situation. A woman may worry about not
appearing appreciative by offering to
pay, or another uncomfortable situation: always been taken care of.
Traditionally, the male always paid,
regardless of the situation, and I think
many men and women still follow this
standard today. There aren't and
shouldn't be set rules as to who should
pay when and where, I think it all depends on the circumstances and the
feelings of the individuals involved.
Although it's sweet that many men
want to pay and take care of their dates,
it shouldn't be an exclusive or indisputable occurrence. Most women I
know certainly don't mind putting in
their fair share, andactually feel more
comfortable with that kind of a situation.
Money is probably tight on both
ends of the table, and a team effort and
equitable partnership is always appreciated. Bottom line here: talk about it
casually before you even sit down to
dinner, that way you can relax, enjoy
the company and order more than the
side salad.
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Oscar contenders 2001

Sunday's Oscars: those favored don't always deserve them
By Sean Hayes
ASST. COMMENTARY
EDITOR
This past year wasn't that
great at the Cineplex. The fact
that most of last year's best
movies were overlooked by the
academy was just salt in the
wound. Yet, in the spirit of
things, let's try to handicap the
race.
ORIGINAL SONG:
"A Fool in Love," Randy
Newman ("Meet the Parents").
"I've Seen It All," Bjork
("Dancer in the Dark"). "A
Love Before Time," Jorge
Calandrelli ("Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon"). "My Funny
Friend and Me," Sting ("The
Emperor's New Groove").
"Things Have Changed," Bob
Dylan ("Wonder Boys").
Will Win: Bob Dylan, for the
same reasons he beat out
Radiohead for album of the year
at the '98 Grammy awards.
He's Bob Dylan.
Should Win: Bjork's "Dancer
in the Dark" work was amazing. Her performance and Lars
Von Triers' work went unnoticed, sadly. Plus, it would be
divine justice since Thorn Yorke
completes the duet of "I've
Seen It All" on the soundtrack.

Despite the fact
that "Almost Famous" is an
overrated "Behind the Music"
(I'd still rather
watch the Vanilla Ice special
than this movie),
people still like
him.
Should Win:
Kenneth
Longergan,
hands down.
"You Can Count
on Me," was
without a doubt
the best movie
of last year. His
script is real and
believable. In
the film industry
of today, that
should be rewarded
in
spades.

ADAPTED
SCREENPLAY:
Robert Nelson
Jacobs,
"Chocolat." Wang Hui Ling,
James Schamus and Tsai Kuo
Jung, "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon." Joel and Ethan Coen,
"O Brother, Where Art Thou?"
Stephen Gaghan, "Traffic."
Steve Kloves, "Wonder Boys."
Will Win: Stephen Gaghan.
ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY: "Traffic" is deserving, as he
Cameron Crowe, "Almost Fa- took a massive look at the drug
mous." Lee Hall, "Billy Elliot." trade and scaled it down, while
Susannah
Grant,
"Erin keeping its ice cold soul solid.
Brockovich." David Franzoni, Should Win: This is a tie.
John Logan and William, "Wonder Boys," is an absolute
Nicholson, "Gladiator." Ken- delight. Yet, the Coen Brothers
neth Lonergan, "You Can Count deserve a win for having the
guts to actually get their film
on Me."
Will Win: Cameron Crowe. nominated as an adaptation of

Always stretch first!

Photo: imdb.com

Going for the score in "Traffic."
"The Odyssey," and naming it
after a Preston Sturges movie
that lampoons the dog eat dog
nature of Hollywood.
FILM EDITING:
"AlmostFamous." "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon." "Gladiator." "Traffic." "Wonder
Boys."
Will win: Generally goes to the
best picture winner, so "Gladiator" might have the edge.
Should win: "Traffic." Three
different stories, edited sublimely together.
CINEMATOGRAPHY:
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden
"Gladiator."
Dragon."
"Malena."
"O Brother,
Where Art
Thou?" 'The
Patriot."
Will win:
"Crouching
Tiger."
Should win:
"Crouching
Tiger." The
shot of a
fighter being
kicked off a
balcony as
the camera
follows him
to the floor
alone merits
an award.
Photo: imdb.com

SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
Judi Dench, "Chocolat."
Marcia Gay Harden, "Pollock."
Kate Hudson, "Almost Famous." Frances McDormand,
"Almost Famous." Julie
Walters, "Billy Elliot."
Will Win: Kate Hudson.
Should Win: Julie Walters.
"Billy Elliot"-was great, and she
was a big reason why.
SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Jeff Bridges, "The Contender."
Willem Dafoe, "Shadow of the
Vampire." Benicio Del Toro,
"Traffic." Albert Finney, "Erin
Brockovich." Joaquin Phoenix,
"Gladiator."
Will win: Del Toro.
Should win: Del Toro. His performance is unbelievable.
ACTRESS:
Joan Allen, "The Contender."
Juliette Binoche, "Chocolat."
Ellen Burstyn, "Requiem for a
Dream." Laura Linney, "You
Can Count on Me." Julia Roberts, "Erin Brockovich."
Will Win: Roberts. It's her
year.
Should win: Laura Linney,
she's better.
ACTOR:
Javier Bardem, "Before Night
Falls." Russell Crowe, "Gladiator." Tom Hanks, "Cast
Away." Ed Harris, "Pollock."

Geoffrey Rush, "Quills."
Will Win: Hanks. He's Oscar's
golden boy.
Should Win: There should be
a Florida-like recount, figuring
out why Russell Crowe didn't
win last year for "The Insider."
DIRECTOR:
Stephen Daldry, "Billy Elliot."
Ang Lee, "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon." Steven
Soderbergh,
"Erin
Brockovich," "Traffic." Ridley
Scott, "Gladiator."
Will Win: -Despite the fact that
Soderbergh split his vote. He'll
probably pull it out for "Traffic."
Should Win: In Hong Kong,
projects are normally planned
six months in advance. Lee
started dreaming up his martial
arts ballet two years ago. It is
amazing, unprecedented work.
PICTURE:
"Chocolat." "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon."
"Erin
Brockovich." "Gladiator."
"Traffic."
Will Win: "Gladiator." The
Golden Globe really helped.
Plus, everyone seems to love it.
Should Win: Either "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon," or
"Traffic." They are both
groundbreaking works deserving of the recognition brought
by an Oscar.

For more on the Oscars, see p. 9
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Oscar nominations questioned
By Kate Mullaney
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR
When you think about the level of
original and innovative movies that came
out in 1999 ("Being John Malkovich,"
"Three Kings," "Fight Club") it almost
makes sense that the industry must have
burned itself out creatively. After all,
who knew if we would make it into the
next millennium.
The movies of 2000 are the result.
Just look at the movies nominated for
best picture of the year. "Traffic," the
best movie nominated, is highly flawed.
"Gladiator," the Golden Globes winner,
and likely contender for the best picture
winner, is just an action movie.
Although "Chocolat" is a sweet
little fairy tale, it is hardly a movie you

will remember in ten years. It is also a
testament to the power of Miramax, the
film's producer: they insist on having a
movie nominated for best picture every
year, like last year's "Cider House
Rules."
There is something manipulative
about movies that make audiences stand
up and cheer. Such was the case with
"Erin Brokovich," a nice, if problematic
film that was a star vehicle for Julia Roberts, much like "Cast Away" was for Tom
Hanks.
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,"
which has no chance of winning best picture, is going to win the Oscar for foreign-language film anyway.
There were good movies out this
year: "You Can Count on Me," "State
and Main," "Almost Famous" and

Tom Hanks is counting down the days until he wins his next Oscar.

Photo: imdb.com

"Wonder
Boys."
They were generally
smaller films that
were seen by less
people, and yet they
are better than any of
the films nominated
for best picture.
It is not some big
revelation that the
best pictures often get
ignored for the most
profitable ones ("Titanic"), or that the
person with the best
publicity machine
wins the award. We
have learned this year
after year, and yet
there is still the same
disappointment.
"State and Main"
did not get a single
nomination, which
was actually surprising. Holly wood likes
to pretend that they
are all right with selfmockery, but maybe it
hit too close to home. Julia •"** worried about the competition. Photo: imdb.com
What was even more surprising was to very young actresses (Marisa Tomei,
Michael Douglas' being overlooked for Mira Sorvino), and then have them spend
best actor in "Wonder Boys." In his first the next ten years of their career trying
non-Gordon Gekko ("Wall Street") role, to live up to it. Plus, Hudson will be the
he transformed himself into a haggard same age as her mother, Goldie Hawn,
professor and writer.
when she won.
Steve Martin will be embarrassing
From this year's Oscars we can expect: a "shocked" best actress winner in himself as the show's host; and best of
Julia Roberts; another shocked winner all, Bob Dylan winning for best original
in Kate Hudson for best supporting ac- song - there is nothing better than a wintress, they seem to like to give that award ner who could care less about the award.

Bad 'Credit': Theatre Fairfield disappoints
Kristen Delaney
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
She casually walked down the
stairs with an affluent heir, her purple
satin train trailing behind her, and
blonde hair perfectly tousled on top of
her head. The other characters, frozen
for a solitary moment from their actions
and petty conversation, then hustle to
attend to her expensive demeanor.
She is Miss Julie, mistress of the
house and daughter of the Count of a
country estate in Sweden.
Theatre Fairfield put on two productions of August Strindberg's nineteenth century plays "Miss Julie" and
"Creditors." They are two one act plays,
both with only three characters each,
who constantly waver in their feelings
and are all somewhat annoying.
In these plays, the tensions between
characters, relationships and sexes are
presented. Miss Julie, with senior Kerry
Doyle in the title role, is at first a flirty,
demanding rich girl who plays the servants, Jean (Patrick Dorion) and Christine (Marisa Marquez), like pawns in
her game of relationship chess.
Originally, Jean seems infatuated
with Julie, and she shows a special interest in him, even though he is engaged
to Christine.
While Christine sleeps, Jean and

Julie engage in their own action, at
times lustful, at times hateful Jean tries
to enlighten Julie about the class distinctions and differences, and as he
kneels to fix his shoe, says to Julie, 'Do
you know what the world looks like
from down here?'
Julie begins to exhibit her insecurities as she opens up to Jean, and they
engage in an affair.
Although Strindberg was banned in
Austria for his sexual realism, at times
his work doesn't seem realistic at all.
While Julie engages in an affair
with the servant Jean, which is a very
credible situation, Jean at times is
physically
intimidating to Julie, and at others
speaks harshly and brashly at her, calling her a whore.
The roles of servant and master are
constantly reversing, and while the message that perhaps there isn't much difference between you [Julie] and us [servants] is admirable, it is unrealistic that
a mistress of the house would allow her
servant to speak and berate her in that
manner. Their roles and actions aren't
quite buyable.
Although the acting in Miss Julie
was done very well, with exceptional
performances by both Dorion and
Doyle, their character's trials and tribulations were at times extremely irritating and hard to relate. You just wanted

to shake them and tell them to get over
it and grow up.
The second play, after a needed intermission, was "Creditors," after which
I wish I had actually left during intermission.
While the action of "Miss Julie"
was at times unbelievable and circuitous, it was at least somewhat entertaining. "Creditors" did not fit into the category of entertaining at all. Strindberg
describes this play as a new naturalist
tragedy, even better than "Miss Julie,"
with three people, a table and two
chairs, and no sunrise.
Yep, that was basically the play:
three people, two chairs, verbose
speeches and a bored spectator. Also, it
wasn't better than "Miss Julie."
Adolf, played by alum Brian
Hoover, is a disillusioned painter, who
seeks comfort and solutions from his
friend, Gustav (Scott Ferguson). He is
having problems with his independent
wife; Adolf believes she stole his soul,
his faith, himself. She stays out all
night, flirting with all sorts of men.
Adolf wishes to borrow someone
else's eyes and see Tekla as she really
is. He is haunted by the memory of
Tekla's former husband and thinks there
are still feelings present.
Adolf feels lost until Gustav enters
his life and offers both friendship and
advises him to sculpt rather than paint.

He also believes Adolf to have epilepsy,
and advises him to abstain from sexual
activities. The two men devise a plot to
discover Tekla's secret affairs.
Adolf's wife Tekla enters the scene
when Gustav exits to wait in the next
room, and the ensuing action is focused
between the married. They have a somewhat perverted relationship, calling
each other brother and sister, and tease
as little children.
When Adolf exits, Gustav enters
and further talks with Tekla.
It is revealed that he is the infamous
former husband, and the two characters
enter a similar scenario as seen in "Miss
Julie." They constantly change demeanors, at one time flirting with each other
and at another appearing to want to spit
at each other. The action of this play
concludes with Adolf falling down the
stairs in an epileptic fit.
For both plays, the action was primarily limited to one room, and primarily limiting the interest of the audience.
They left something to be desired, and
while the plays looked appealing in the
press release, they were not when actually witnessed.
While Theater Fairfield has done
some exceptional plays, such as "Hair,"
they should stick to plays with more of
an interest value, that appeal to people
on paper as well as on the stage.
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Ladies hoops taste
March Madness
Continued from p. 12
their lead to as many as 27 in the second period, before defeating Fairfield by
22 points.
Fairfield was led by their two senior-cornerstones, Gail Strumpf and
Holli Tapley. Each scored 15 points in
their final collegiate game of their careers. Tapley, who played in her school
record 119th game, knocked down three
three-pointers in the game. She finished
with a Fairfield record 208 career treys.
Strumpf completed her career as the alltime leading scorer in Fairfield history,

with 1,873 points and second with 1,106
rebounds. Fellow senior Allison Thorne
scored seven points and had three steals
in her final game.
Although Fairfield's goal of winning a MAAC Championship fell inches
short, the Stags still earned an NCAA
berth and also tied the school record for
wins in a season. Fairfield finished the
year with a 25-6 record and a National
RPI ranking of 41. Seniors Strumpf,
Tapley and Thorne will be missed; however, the Stags will return three out of
five starters for next year's run at the
MAAC crown.

Baseball optimistic for
season despite rocky
1-10 start
By Mike Pignataro
STAFF WRITER
Don't let the Fairfield baseball
team's record of l-10foolyou. Both Dan
Krines and Matt Ciardelli have been
named to the Preseason All-MAAC
Team, and the -Stags have also been
picked to finish third in the conference
by MAAC coaches. Following a 2-9 start
last season, the Stags re-grouped to make
it all the way to the MAAC Championship game, and this season should be no
different.
The Stags once again struggled in
their trip south, losing all eight games in
Virginia and South Carolina. Junior infielder Sean Toolan commented, "There's
tougher teams in the south that have already played a bunch of games. We look
at it as a learning block, then come up
north and start again."
Fairfield played their home opener
on Saturday, where they fell to Canisius
3-2. After Canisius jumped out to an
early 3-0 lead, the Stags responded with
two runs of their own. Although Fairfield had several chances to tie the game
or go ahead, they stranded a total of nine
base runners, five in scoring position,
over the last four innings. Toolan scored
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both Fairfield runs, while Krines pitched
a complete game, striking out seven and
giving up 10 hits.
The Stags played the Golden Griffins of Canisius again on Sunday in a
double-header. In the first game,
Canisius scored four runs off Steve
Colcord, while Fairfield was unable to
put any offensive attack together, losing
4-0. Colcord suffered the loss, but
pitched seven strong innings, while striking out nine batters.
Fairfield got their first win of the
season in the second tilt, outscoring the
Griffins 11-8. With the game tied at four
in the seventh, the Stags broke the game
open with a six-run inning. Jon Novalis
went four for five at the plate, with four
runs batted in and two runs scored.
Freshman Pablo Tomayo picked up the
victory for the Stags. Tomayo allowed
one run, one hit and struck out one, in
one and a third innings on the mound.
With a deep pitching rotation, the
Stags look to surpass expectations this
year. Toolan said, "We're searching for
an identity, seeing who's going to step
up." The Stags play host to MAAC foe
Siena this weekend for three games: a
double-header on Saturday and a single
game on Sunday, both at noon.
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Men's hoops miss three shots
in final 20 seconds and lose
in MAACplay-in game

By Ethan Fry
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The trademark inconsistency of the
Fairfield men's basketball team brought
their 2000-2001 season to an abrupt end
as they crashed out of the MAAC tournament in the "play-in" game to Loyola,
a team they had beaten by 23-points
days earlier.
With 33.5 seconds left, Loyola's
B.J. Davis hit two free throws'to break
a 58-58 tie. The Stags missed three
shots in the final 20 seconds, and the
game ended when a Sam Spann shot
from 12 feet out clanged off the rim with
less than a second to go.
The game exemplified the sporadic
form that has plagued Fairfield throughout the season, which brought them dizzying highs, including a win against
NCAA tournament bound George Mason and devastating lows, such as their
recent loss to Loyola.
The Stags started off the game
poorly, missing 13-of-15 shots to start
the game. Overall in the first half, they
went 7 for 31, allowing Loyola to make
runs of 14-0 and 8-0, ultimately holding a 36-27 lead at the break.
During the second half, Fairfield
got back in the game through the scoring of Chris Rivers and Jermaine Clark,
who each scored 14 points. Sam Spann,
normally the Stags' go-to-guy, twisted
an ankle in the first half and was poked
in the eye early in the second. He finished with 7 points.
B.J. Davis led the Greyhounds with
21 points. Loyola's John Reimond and
Brian Carroll, who were suspended for
their loss in Fairfield due to violations
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Jermaine Clark, who earlier this season claimed the team would win the MAAC Tournament Championship, had 14points in the Stags 60-58 loss to Loyola. The Stags beat Loyola by 23-points in the final game of the regular season.
of school policy, scored 14 points each
for the Greyhounds, who have never lost
to Fairfield in MAAC tournament play.
Overall, Fairfield shot a dismal 25

percent from the field and went a horrible 2-for-15 from three point land.
Boo Farrow, who along with Rivers played his last game for the Stags,

was the only Fairfield player to be perfect from the free throw line, scoring five
points and leading the team in assists
with four.

Fairfield University students call for
better recreational facilities
Continued from p. 12
training needs. "I moved off campus to
work out because the student training
facilities on campus are severely inadequate and dirty," said Buck.
He's not alone. Interviews with students indicated that off-campus training
at venues like The Fitness Edge and
New Dimensions is a rising trend
amongst Fairfield students.
John Slosar, director of the Recreational Complex, said that there are
great hopes that better facilities can be
provided on campus to eliminate students from going off campus.
The school has made efforts have
been made in the past to update and create more adequate exercising areas, but
the students are still not content with the
current situation.
"With the remodeling three years
ago, and the moving of the weight room
to Alumni Hall, students were pleased,
but I think over time that effect wore
off and students are looking for more,"
said Slosar.

With the varsity basketball teams
moving to the new Bridgeport complex
next year, Alumni Hall will be freed up
for a number of options for future recreation developments.
"The building of new basketball facilities was a priority and now that
Bridgeport is being constructed, we are
able to get back to researching upgrading the current Alumni Hall," said Athletic Director Eugene Doris.
According to Doris, current plans
include improving current acoustics and
seating in Alumni Hall in order to fulfill
entertainment needs on campus. This
leaves only the office area in the front of
the building to expand and connect to the
Rec Plex.
Moving the main entrance of Alumni
Hall to the rear so as to better utilize parking areas is also being considered, thus
allowing the office area in the front to
expand the cardiovascular room.
"Alumni Hall is currently the most
reasonable space, due to economics, feasibility, etc. to hold concerts, convocations, and expand recreation," said Doris.

With the scheduled remodeling, Alumni
Hall will be better equipped to handle
live entertainment such as concerts and
convocations. But he said any improvements are one and a half to two years
away.
The Chronicle of Higher Education
reported in February that schools like
Loyola College in Maryland and
Gettysburg College, which are of comparable size to Fairfield, have opened
new student facilities that cost as much
as $39 million and include such features
as elevated tracks, water slides, massage
rooms and hot tubs.
For example, Loyola Maryland's
new facility is 115,000-square-feet and
includes many attractions:
- Eight lane, 25-yard lap pool complete with diving well and shallow lane
- On-deck sauna and whirlpool
- Climbing wall
- Elevated walking/running tracks
- Juice bar
- Outdoor adventure center
Junior John Crotty said you don't
have to go far away to see drastic differ-

ences. "Our neighbors at Sacred Heart
have a recreation facility that blows our
complex out of the water," he said.
Dr. Vincent Rosivach of the classical studies department remembers a time
when athletics was viewed as an intricate part of the Jesuit identity of education of the full body, both mind and
physical development.
He recalls that at one time every
dormitory floor had its own intramural
team for various sports and the school
newspaper extensively covered and reported intramural athletics.
"I wish there was more for students,
and there was a greater effort to get students involved," said Rosivach.
Students seem to agree and welcome the needed improvements, but because of past remodeling efforts, students remain skeptical that their needs
will be met.
"The remodeling is severely
needed," said Dion. "I guess we'll just
have to wait and see what Fairfield does
to meet their students' needs."
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Is Alumni Hall the answer
to Fairfield's rec-plex woes?
By James F. O'Leary
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Rock-climbing walls. Water slides.
Hot tubs. Elevated running tracks.
They are all attractions of student recreational complexes at other schools the
same size as Fairfield.
While Fairfield officials say they
are eyeing such improvements for the
Rec Plex, they say such changes are not
certain. Meanwhile students say they
are being shortchanged.
"The current facilities the student
body has, considering how much we
pay to go here, is an absolute joke," said
senior John Dion.

Junior Jocee Bowman said, "There
are two few machines and the overall size
is too small. There should be separate
areas designated for stretching and there
should also be extensive nautilus machines."
Junior Sabrina Fay agreed, "Because
the facilities are so small, the gym is always crowded. No matter what time of
day it is, there seems to be a required 15
minute to 20 minute wait for each machine," she said.
Senior Dave Buck, a certified trainer,
felt the need to travel off campus to work
out at gyms he felt better suited his
See "Fairfield" on p. 11

Due to a scheduling conflict, Utah
was awarded home-court for the first
two rounds of the Midwest Region in
the NCAA Tournament. With the crowd
behind them and an overwhelming defense, the Utes were too much for the
Stags to handle.
Utah's swarming defense forced
bad shots and an abundance of turnovers, 16 in all, throughout the entire
game. After trailing by as many as 15
in the first half, Fairfield scored eight
unanswered points to close to within 3528 at halftime.
The Utes, however, came out of the
intermission with a 14-6 run, which took
all the air out of the Stags' momentum
that ended the first half. Utah stretched
See "Ladies" on p. 10

